Performance for filtering problems is usually measured using the second-order moment. For non-Gaussian applications, this measure is not always sufficient. In this paper, the Kullback divergence is extensively used to compare estimated distributions. Several estimation techniques are compared, and methods with ability to express non-Gaussian posterior distributions are shown to give superior performance over classical second-order moment based estimators.
INTRODUCTION
Many estimation methods rely on linearization to handle nonlinear models, or consider just first-and second-order moment estimation of the underlying posterior probability density function (PDF). For instance, the extended Kalman filter (EKF, [1] [2] [3] ) has difficulties when higher order moments, or the full PDF is needed. Multiple model filters (MMF, [2] [4] ) and more generally the particle filter (PF, [5] [6] [7] ), are methods that can be used to overcome this problem.
A key question is how to evaluate how much there is to gain by estimating the full PDF. Traditionally, the mean square (MSE) is used for this. However, if the problem is such that the second order moment can be sufficiently well approximated by a Gaussian density, but not the higher order moments, then another measure is needed. In this paper the Kullback divergence (KD) is introduced to compare the true PDF and the one obtained from an estimator.
Studying the full PDF or higher order moment estimation can be motivated by detection or hypothesis testing, where the posterior distribution is needed. Another situation is when the probability for an event is desired, this can be solved by integration of the PDF over the interesting region.
An extended version of this paper is available in [8] , where more details are presented. For the important special case of linear-Gaussian dynamics and linear-Gaussian observations the Kalman filter (KF), [3, 9] , gives a finite dimensional recursive solution. For nonlinear/ non-Gaussian systems, the PDF cannot in general be expressed with a finite number of parameters, instead approximative methods must be used. Usually this is done in two ways; either by approximating the system or by approximating the posterior PDF. Here four different approaches of solving the Bayesian equations are considered; EKF, PF, pointmassfilter (PMF), and multiple modelfilter (MMF).
RECURSIVE BAYESIAN ESTIMATION
The EKF, [2, 3] , solves the problem using a linearization of the system and assuming Gaussian noise.
The PF, [5] [6] [7] , on the other hand, solves (2) approximately using stochastic integration. Hence, no linearization errors occur and non-Gaussian noise is not a problem. Instead of stochastic integration a grid-based approach, [10] , can be applied, which is also referred to as the point-mass filter (PMF),
By combining multiple models (MM) in one filter it is possible to obtain a better approximation of the underlying PDF than with a single linear Gaussian model. The general multiple model idea is often based on the Gaussian sum (GS) approximation, described in [2, 4] . The GS method approximates the PDF with a sum of Gaussian densities. In order to avoid exponential growth of hypotheses, pruning or merging techniques must to be applied.
For more details refer to [8] .
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (bounding the MSE) and the Kullback divergence will be used to evaluate the estimated posterior distributions from filters.
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)
The Crame'r-Rao lower bound (CRLB), [12] [13] [14] , offers a fundamental performance bound for unbiased estimators. For instance, the CRLB can be used for feasibility tests or to measure filter efficiency in combination with MSE. The CRLB along a given state trajectory for system with Gaussian noise can in principle be found as (3) where Ptlt is the CRLB, given by the EKF, around the state, xt. If process/measurement noise is non-Gaussian s modifications to this approach is needed. More inform about the CRLB and its extension to dynamic systems fo posterior CRLB can be found in [6, 11, 14] .
Kullback Divergence (KD)
The Kullback-Leibler information (KLI) [15, 16] quant the difference between two distributions. The KLI is not s metric in its arguments, and hence not a measure. If syrr try is needed the Kullback divergence (KD), constructed symmetric sum of two KLI [16, 17] , can be used as an a native.
The KLI is defined, for two proper PDFS p and q, as That is, new independent observations just add to the total information available, [16] . The symmetric KD is defined as
and the KLI properties above hold. The KLI is closely related to other statistical measures, e.g., Shannon's information and Akaike's information criterion [17] . A connection to Fisher information can also be found [16] , and KLI can be used to derive the EM-algorithm [18] .
In [19] , the use of information bounds for dynamic systems discussed in quite general terms.
The KD evaluates any PDF against for instance the true posterior PDF. The true PDF can in simulations be provided by a fine gridded PMF. This way a measure of the quality of an estimator can be obtained. 
SIMULATIONS
In the simulation study two different examples are studied to highlight the performance gain obtained from estimating the full PDF instead ofjust first and second order moments. Also, the estimated PDFs are used to determine the probability for the state to be in a given region. Several estimators are used: EKF, MMF (only Example I), PF, and PMF (representing the truth). The MMF uses a pruning algorithm, where the least probable branches in the hypotheses tree are cut off, after the introduction of the measurement information, to keep the number of parallel hypotheses at the desired level [22, 23] .
In the Monte Carlo simulation studies, the MSE iS compared to the parametric CRLB. Furthermore, the KD, between the true state distribution (from the fine gridded PMF) and the distributions provided by the filters, are compared to capture more of the differences not seen in the second-order moment.
Example I -Multi-Modal Posterior
In this example, the process noise is given by a bimodal Gaussian mix, comprising possible target maneuvers. The measurement noise is given by a quite uninformative Gaussian, i.e. with a large variance. The posterior PDF tends to a multimodal Gaussian mix, with approximately four distinct peaks, for the selected system: xt+L1 = 04zt + wt The four different filters, EKF, MMF (23 = 8 hypothesis, i.e., 3 correct time steps), PF (SIR with 1000 particles), and PMF (representing the true PDF), have been used to track the state of the system. With 100 Monte Carlo simulations the results in Fig. 2(a) were obtained. As can be seen, the more advanced methods do not yield any noticeable improvement in terms of the MSE, which here matches the best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE) performance for all filters even though the CRLB is much lower. However, instead studying the estimated PDFS using KD shows a clear difference in per-
formance. This is shown in Fig. 2(b) , where the KD is used to compare the estimates provided by the different filtering methods to the true p(xt Yt). Note how the PF and MMF, both allowing for non-Gaussian posterior distributions, are better than the KF. In this case the MMF approximates the true PDF very well with 8 Gauss modes, as seen in Fig. 1 , and the performance is therefore better than for the PF.
Example II-Range-Only Measurement
In a range-only measurement application, two range sensors are used. The measurements are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . They provide the relative range to an unknown target, with measurement uncertainty. Hence, producing a natural bimodal posterior distribution. The model used is: A typical state distribution is given in Fig. 3(b) . Note the distinct bimodal characteristics of the distribution, as well as how poorly the EKF approximation describes the situation.
The MSE and KD from 100 Monte Carlo simulations are given in Fig. 4 Using the estimated PDFS, it is also possible to detect if the tracked target is in the neighborhood of the point x' (not affecting the measurements), as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . Assume that it is of interest to detect if x -4 12 < R, where x' = (0, 1) and R = 0.5. The probability for the target in the critical region, given the estimates from the different filters is given in Fig. 5 . Note that the EKF throughout the whole simulation indicates a much higher probability than the true situation. Furthermore, the PF reflects the actual situation well. The lack of descriptive power of the EKF results in an unnecessary high degree of detections, which could be costly. 6 
